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NOTES AND ERRATA
This section contains notes and errata pertaining to specific cards or sections of the rulebook. Errata overrides the originally printed
information on the card it applies to. Unless errata for a card appears below, the original English printing of that card and all of its
information is considered accurate, and overrides all other printings. This includes translated cards, promotional cards, and printings
which may appear in alternate products. New entries from the last version of this document are marked in red.

Rules Errata
Rulesheet, page 2, “Playing the Game,” paragraph 3

The phrase “At the end of his turn, if he has an equal or greater number of character cards belonging to a particular House than any of
his opponents...” should read: “At the end of his turn, if the character cards he has taken give him an equal or greater number of character
cards belonging to that House than any of his opponents...”

Example: Kevin moves Varys to the right and takes Cersei Lannister, the final Lannister card in King’s Landing. He chooses and resolves the Hodor
companion card, which instructs him to take Bran Stark from King’s Landing or any play area. Because his turn only affected Houses Lannister
and Stark, he only checks to see if he has an equal or greater number of Lannister or Stark character cards than any opponent. He does not check any
other Houses.
Rulesheet, page 3, “Killing and Taking Characters” (v1.1)

The phrase “Note: Shae, Jon Snow, and Gendry cannot be taken or killed.” should read: “Note: After they are placed in a play area, Shae,
Jon Snow, and Gendry cannot be taken or killed.”

RULINGS AND CLARIFICATIONS
This section contains additions and clarifications to the game rules. If the text of this document directly contradicts the text of the
rulesheet, the text of this document takes precedence.

Companion Cards
ΐΐ If a player takes the final character card belonging to a House, he must choose and resolve a companion card, even if the only
available card would negatively affect him.

Example: Elisa takes Asha Greyjoy, the final Greyjoy card in King’s Landing. She must immediately choose and resolve a companion card. The only
available companion is Ilyn Payne, whose ability kills Eddard Stark in King’s Landing or any play area. Elisa has Eddard Stark in her own play
area; she has no choice but to kill Eddard Stark.

